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 ABSTRACT  

Data is quite possibly of the most significant asset in government. Government 

supervisors are finding in any case, that data expected to design, decide, and act is much of the 

time held external their own associations, kept up with in divergent arrangements, and utilized 

for broadly various purposes. Endeavors to unite this information across limits have given new 

comprehension into exactly how troublesome cross-limit data sharing is. Tracking down ways of 

uniting data and coordinate it for use in tackling squeezing public issues is quick turning into a 

focal point of consideration for computerized government professionals and scientists the same. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Problem Definition 

Data is quite possibly of the most significant asset in government. Government 

supervisors are finding in any case, that data expected to design, decide, and act is much of the 

time held external their own associations, kept up with in divergent arrangements, and utilized 

for broadly various purposes. Endeavors to unite this information across limits have given new 

comprehension into exactly how troublesome cross-limit data sharing is. Tracking down ways of 

uniting data and coordinate it for use in tackling squeezing public issues is quick turning into a 

focal point of consideration for computerized government professionals and scientists the same. 

The absence of data is one of the primary issues for the vast majority legislative 

associations and high authorities, there is a need for the public authority associations and areas to 

share data for the advantages of the entire local area to accomplish better navigation and to 

convey a superior administration, without data sharing the coordinated administrations will be a 

wreck and the dynamic cycle will be based on presumptions more than realities. Egypt is still in 

the creating stage in term of the specialized framework (Bremer, 2013). 

In reality the individual or little gatherings need a couple of measure of information and 

data to be divided among them to have the option to help and coordinate with one another 

likewise some data should be accessible for direction ,the gamble may be known and OK to tack 

the choice without enough data or to work and live alone in the people or little gatherings, yet on 

the public wise the gamble isn't OK at all it could prompt a fiasco to work in a secluded island or 

to tack choice without the enough data about it , additionally in the cutting edge government the 

administrations offered is definitely not a solitary association exertion it is an incorporated work 

between more than one association without the data stream between them the administrations 

conveyance well be pointless additionally the choice isn't the obligation of a specific association, 

a ton of legislative associations need to tack a few choices significantly affecting the public wise 

as service of wellbeing ,lodging or interior undertaking … and so on and the data required may 

be accessible just in some neighborhood unit or other association holding this information and 
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don't have any desire to share it. Thus, need political readiness, public arrangement, and 

collaboration between not the legislative associations just yet with the confidential areas as well. 

Is the data existing in any of the public authority association and Where? (In the event 

that the data is accessible where is in which association) in the wake of knowing whether 

accessible or not and where is data so How to get it? (Instructions to manage the associations 

which have the data we really want is with direct association, formal association, conidial 

information need a particular kind of conventions), this is obviously in addition to that a portion 

of the public authority association utilizing computerized capacity which make it simple to 

recover the data when required however some actually rely upon the old paper way what tack a 

ton of time particularly for old documented information. 

Is the information required can be shared? It is a major issue particularly in the event that 

the association requesting the information is a similar level not a more significant position 

having the ability to arrange on this data (for example service from another service), and once 

more in the event that the association hold the data offer it Is the association requesting this data 

has the legitimate power to request this data, likewise the rehashed mentioned the contention in 

work lead to a Copy Required, in view of the absence of the data and combination some 

association might do similar occupation as the need might arise for a similar sort of data from a 

similar association which in some cases won't give the data again in light of the fact that it 

previously did. 

Absence of Trust, numerous associations wouldn't share its own data on the organization 

in light of the need the confidence in the foundation and the organization security, as they 

consider the protection of the information likewise one of the central concern forestalling the mix 

is the Non Coordinated data sets, a ton of the association which rely upon the cutting edge 

innovation bases for correspondences and capacity can't speak with others effectively in view of 

the various sorts of data sets and various information structure IDSC (2017). 

The work culture might cause the representatives oppose for transform; they would rather 

not impact their direction which they have certainty that it work with the most effective way, 

particularly the advanced age workers in the top administration on the off chance that they don't 

have the well they will impact it to the remainder of the association workers additionally the 

Association well, a portion of the association feel it's critical from the data they hold they feel 

that assuming that they surrender this data they will be pointless which make an opposition of 

some kind or another. 

In certain associations the administration is the deterrent for the data sharing, the 

centralization way for the board put the power and the obligation in the administrator hand, 

which give them the position to say no and the opportunity to apprehensive on account of the 

obligation. 

Service of Arranging, Observing and Regulatory Change (MPMAR) have explicit vision 

"Admittance to an authoritative equipped and fit for powerful preparation and administration of 

the assets of the state proceeding to execute public projects and activities and to offer brilliant 

public types of assistance esteems the fulfillment of the resident and the financial backer and the 

development, etc the premise of straightforwardness, uprightness and productivity and law and 

order and responsibility, to accomplish monetary turn of events and feasible civil rights and 

makes Egypt ripe land and an appealing worldwide, local and public ventures." Ministry of 

Planning (2017) mission and targets as Reasonable Advancement Technique (SDS) 2030 Service 

of Arranging, Observing and Regulatory Change, 2017. 
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MPMAR Great in arranging, where there is vital arranging division in the service, poor in 

association and issues in driving in spite of the fact that there is the choice of the President Board 

of Priests No. 856 for the year 2010. IDSC (2017) as a lawful cover On the trade and 

combination of public information and administrations between government organizations and 

doled out to it Service of State for regulatory turn of events (MSAD) that went to MPMAR and 

the issue was begun before 2010 up to this point (Fang, 2002). 

Government manages everybody in the nation (senior, understudies, government 

authorities… and so forth) it manages them as people or collectively of business, government has 

a recent fad now daily's overall is to manage the resident as a client they need to convey them the 

best help in the most ideal way. So we really want to manage the resident as a client through the 

utilization of government to government (G2G). 

Stakeholders Analysis 

Drug store Robotization project chief said there is no vision of the state for 

mechanization, we find that the resident has a card for Supply, card for gas and ID, expected to 

be the one card for all tasks per resident. Every substance independently worked, and that 

sharing information and care about that thing for taking accomplishment for itself is 

troublesome. The spine string is the Common Status and, tragically, it isn't coordinated, and 

information are considered as public safety, has made just aid the political decision project after 

in 2011 and halted, information is obsolete. 

General Overseer of the Branch of Data and Measurements Frameworks said that the 

substances don't assist all together with profiting from the defilement or that the administration 

isn't keen regarding the matter. The data set in certain substances is deficient or doesn't have the 

prepared to associate with G2G. 

Know that connecting government organizations will save time, exertion and cash on the 

worker and resident and consequently the entire nation and will diminish the misuse of state 

assets and will help chiefs to take a precise choice). 

Electronic installment project director said that one reason of G2G issues is the resistance 

of government organizations and there is no unmistakable political vision to carry out the venture 

and there isn't any sort of discipline from the non-execution of the State head's choice in such 

manner, there ought to be a commitment of all gatherings inside a predefined period and that 

there is a sort of severe discipline reported on account of non-execution (Chen & Aklikokou, 

2020). 

We might observe that the resistance is the consequence of irreconcilable situations and 

absence of trust in all that is electronic and not dole out skillful (Atia, 2011). 

In spite of the issuance of a conventional choice in such manner however there is no wide 

vision and the public interest and there is no reasonable declaration to exploit it. 

To embrace G2G, government substances need to engaged with computerization to 

connect them and crafted by the trading of data, assuming we think about the circumstance in 

exceptionally cheerful situation by the current framework and applications, as well as interfacing 

lines, yet it sadly some administration elements that are making question against the pounds and 

this isn't legitimate how to get government-material remuneration in getting data from other 

government hand. 
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The main places of Debasement is to take advantage of the obliviousness of the public 

authority in the state, it very well might be a resident have a particular solicitation goes to the 

mark of power and it tell him no , and goes to another substance shares with him yes. 

To take on G2G it important to dole out the task under the administration of the republic 

and that there is no choices for the bodies and that the connection isn't discretionary however 

commitment, and he will be executed at all levels of the state.  

Conceptual Model 

The proposed conceptual model of G2G adoption as Figure 1 

 

FIGURE 1 

THE PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF G2G ADOPTION 

Claims 

 

Claim 1: E- government is the utilization of innovation to upgrade the admittance to and 

conveyance of government data and administrations to residents, business, government 

representatives and different organizations e-government is a huge variable in G2G reception. 

The sort is Free factor. 

Claim 2: Efficiency Productivity characterized as substances answering public interest 

for better and more open Government, the expansion in effectiveness the expansion in G2G 

reception. The sort is Free factor. 

Claim 3: Transparency is receptiveness to the public eye. It alludes to the sum, scope, 

quality, exactness and idealness of data which is open to applicable partners. Further developing 

straightforwardness lead to responsibility will hence prompt superior execution as well as it will 

make trust in state possession, so it is critical component in G2G reception. The sort is 

Autonomous variable. 

Claim 4: Service quality is a proportion of how well a conveyed administration matches 

the residents' assumption, the expansion in help quality the expansion in G2G reception. The sort 

is Autonomous variable. 

Research Questions 
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Major questions: MjRQ: How to take on government to government (G2G)? 

Minor questions 

MinRQ1: Is there any estimations e-States public worth? 

MinRQ2: How to quantify substances efficiencies? 

MinRQ3: How straightforward is the information gathering techniques utilized? 

MinRQ4: What administration quality means for G2G reception? 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

An e-government Model, The primary parts that can be recognized in e-government will 

be government, resident, worker and business. So the really normal connection in e-Government 

are G2C (Government to Resident), G2B (Government to Business), G2E (Government to 

Representative) and G2G (Government to Government) which is obviously shown Figure 2. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 2 

AN E- GOVERNMENT MODEL 

 

The issue confronted legislatures around the world, how to change data and information. 

Improvement of data and correspondence advancements assists us with carrying out and upgrade 

e-Taxpayer driven organizations. There are various models in an e-government framework; the 

main one is G2G (Dar Al-Ifta, 2015). 

Legislatures in numerous nations center its endeavors toward carried out e-government 

for of diminishing expenses, further developing administrations, saving time and expanding 

adequacy and proficiency in the public area (Alshehri & Drew, 2010). 

 The reason for e-government isn't just the transformation of conventional data into and 

making it reachable through the sites. In any case, it likewise calls for reexamining ways the 

public authority capabilities are done today to further develop cycles and coordination (Alshehri 

& Drew, 2010). 

The proposed administrations in the G2G model are E-Secretariat, E-Police, E-Court, E-

Court (Pathak & Kaur, 2014). 

G2G Definition 

The internet based non-business association between Government associations, offices, 

and specialists and other Government associations, divisions, and specialists through Data 

dividing across associations among government various associations and public associations to 

convey better administrations for the residents and to give the chiefs the data required. 
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G2G overview worldwide 

 Number of locales represents e-government potential. These praiseworthy locales 

endeavor to smooth out and customize the experience by recognizing clients and their 

motivation. They highlight tweaked passage focuses and benefits for government representatives, 

residents and organizations, and different offices and states. They integrate refined inquiry and 

search capabilities to assist users with rapidly finding the data and administration they need  

(DeBenedictis et al., 2002). 

 
Table 1 

SUMS UP INSTANCES OF SITES AT VARIOUS DEGREES OF GOVERNMENT 

Name and URL Level Participants Stage Comment 

Economic Dev. Council 

of Collier County, 

Florida 

www.enaplesflorida.com 

Local 

(county) G2B Interact 

Designed to inform and promote; 

interactivity includes special premium 

access for member organizations 

City of Colorado 

Springs 

www.springsgov.com 

Local 

(city) 

G2G, G2B, 

G2C Transact 

Comprehensive portal to city services and 

info; product of an intensive e-gov 

initiative 

State of Alaska 

www.state.ak.us State G2B, G2C Interact 

Limited interactivity, very limited 

transactionality confined mostly to online 

job application; consists mostly of simple 

lists of links to state agencies 

State of North Carolina 

www.ncgov.com State 

G2G, G2B, 

G2C Transact 

Customizable, comprehensive portal to 

state government services for all 

constituents 

USGovernment 

www.firstgov.org 

National 

(federal) 

G2G, G2B, 

G2C Transact 

Ambitious initiative has disappointed, 

garnering visits from less than 0.3 percent 

of non-government Internet users in a 

recent month; most users bypass gateway 

to go directly to relevant agency (8) 

Government of 

Singapore 

www.ecitizen.gov.sg 

National 

(City- 

State) 

G2G, G2B, 

G2C Transact 

Highly advanced, comprehensive services 

portal for one of the world's most 

technologically progressive city-states; 

citizen can complete nearly all government 

services online via a ubiquitous broadband 

network 

 

As indicated by (DeBenedictis et al., 2002). Consequently, we can close from the 

exploration speculation that the general way to deal with creating G2G is an arrangement of 

frameworks approach what separates into two capacities: a) organization — data combination for 

innovation the executive’s independent direction, and b) incorporation — coordinated 

admittance across various innovation data set frameworks Table 1. 

G2G Give the States division's collaboration and correspondence online base on super 

data set of government to affect productivity and viability. It likewise incorporates inner trade of 

data. 

 

Theories Defined 

 

UTAUT Model 
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The UTAUT (Bound together Hypothesis of Acknowledgment and Utilization of 

Innovation) model for e-government reception in Saudi Arabia as displayed in Figure 2 (Al-

Sobhi et al., 2011). 

 

 
FIGURE 2 

UTAUT MODEL 

There is a huge connection between three builds (exertion expectance, trust of web and 

trust of go-between) and e-government reception conduct and these three develops having 

assumes major areas of strength for an in deciding e-government reception. Further, this 

investigation discovered that there is a critical connection between the working with conditions 

develop and utilization of e-taxpayer driven organizations, which obviously demonstrates that 

the additional working with conditions (delegates) Saudi e-government have the more hindrances 

that will be taken out, facilitating the resident's commitment with e-government because of a 

starter study, this study doesn't gauge the mediator factors in UTAUT (Al-Sobhi et al., 2011). 

 

E-Government Services Quality Model 

E-Taxpayer supported organizations Quality model has been laid out with data quality, 

framework quality and administration quality as key variables in light of the parts of online help 

quality discernment and disconnected help quality discernment, in view of IS (data framework) 

Achievement model and SERQUAL model (SERQUAL is basically in five aspects, physical 

assets, dependability, responsiveness, affirmation, and compassion to gauge different parts of the 

nature of administration. E-taxpayer supported organizations quality model as displayed in 

Figure 3. 
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FIGURE 3 

E-GOVERNMENT SERVICES QUALITY MODEL 

The web-based help quality comprises of three factors, separately, data quality, 

framework quality and administration quality. For data quality, the accentuation is on the lucidity 

of the e-government data. The Web has turned into the principal wellspring of data. 

For framework quality, it comprises of two factors: security and solidness. Security is a 

significant variable influencing the nature of e-taxpayer supported organizations. E-government 

framework should guarantee the security and privacy of clients' data. 

For administration quality, this spotlights on two factors: intelligent administrations and 

"one-stop" administrations. The two factors altogether affect further developing internet based 

assistance quality. Intelligent e-taxpayer driven organization alludes to offer agreeable types of 

assistance for clients rapidly and proactively, tackle issues, answer questions, as well as the 

capacity to offer customized types of assistance, including three angles: further developing 

productivity, dynamic comprehension of client needs and offering customized types of assistance 

as indicated by various client necessities. 

The internet-based taxpayer supported organizations quality is the most immediate 

component on open fulfillment of e-government. Disconnected taxpayer supported organization 

quality through its effect on impression of online administrations quality, in this manner by 

implication affects public fulfillment. Consequently, the public authority ought to zero in on 

further developing the e-government online assistance quality to further develop the public help 

fulfillment of e-taxpayer driven organizations; yet this doesn't imply that the public authority can 

overlook the nature of the customary taxpayer supported organizations. Great disconnected 

benefits affect working on open view of online help quality (Fan & Yang, 2015). 

An Economic Model 

 

"The model is relying upon innovation association climate (TOE) structure determined to 

distinguish different elements influence to G2Gdevelopment process”.  

There are three develops, foundation, government CIO (Boss Data Official) and e-

government advancement exercises to G2G reception level. 

Foundation including the versatile organization inclusion, worldwide Web transfer speed, 

gets Web servers, and power creation. Government CIO is estimated not just by the presence of a 
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CIO in various degrees of government yet additionally by the presence of regulations, guidelines 

and strategies which were proclaimed to command and distinguish the job of CIO unequivocally. 

E-government advancement incorporates legitimate systems and instruments. The result 

unequivocally upheld for every one of the three speculations which demonstrates that 

foundation, government IT administration and e-government advancement exercises have 

impacts to the degree of G2G reception as follow. 

H1: Framework is decidedly connected with G2G reception. 

H2: Government CIO has a positive impact to the outcome of G2Gadoption. 

H3: Government advancement exercises decidedly effects on the achievement pace of G2G reception 

 

CONCLUSION 

In the main model, the analyst tried a few factors, not every one of them, he rejected the 

directing variable. Hence it is problematic. 

The subsequent model was keen on the factors of data quality, framework quality and 

administration quality albeit these are significant factors yet from my applied model the 

assistance quality is incorporated yet this autonomous variable not critical. 

In any case, the third model tried the variable of e-government, where in my reasonable 

model e-government is a huge component. Thus, I rely upon it in the subsequent stage of my 

hypothetical structure. 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH DESIGN 

Theoretical Framework 

The proposed hypothetical system depends on the model of Anch, 2015 addressing 

factors influencing to G2G reception is displayed as in figure 3, where included free factor e-

government advancement near factor in the calculated model, so I will rely upon it. 

The Dependent Variable: G2G adoption, a perplexing cycle requires the contribution of 

different associations, every one of them has an interesting construction, functionalities, culture, 

objectives information and business process. What's more, G2G reception incorporates both 

specialized and non-specialized viewpoints, of which different impacts from social and 

association variables might influence the result. 

 

The Independent Variables 

 

Infrastructure, a satisfactory foundation which incorporates data framework executed 

inside an organization as well as the protected advanced connect between offices is one of the 

significant assets required for creating G2G projects. 

E- Government promotion, alludes to the level of government supporting for e-

government drives which incorporates legitimate structures, (regulation, regulations, plans, 

approaches and techniques) and system (financing, supervise associations, result assessment). 

Government CIO, the way that the central data officials obligations are not generally 

confined around specialized features yet are reached out to deal with additional confounded 

liabilities, for example, strategy arranging, spending plan the board, ICT speculation. The 

presence of strong boss data officials at all degrees of government is accepted to have the option 
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to characterize rules and principles for coordinated effort and data sharing. Furthermore, a strong 

initiative could assist with building understanding, advance trust among taking part organizations 

and explain jobs and obligations during the undertaking system. 

The moderating variable: Service quality is a proportion of how well a conveyed 

administration matches the residents' assumption, the expansion in help quality the expansion in 

G2G reception. The sort is Autonomous variable. 

Research Questions 

Major questions 
MjRQ: How to take on government to government (G2G)? 

Minor questions 

MinRQ1: Is there any estimations e-States advancement esteem? 

MinRQ2: What is the job of Government CIO? 

MinRQ3: How straightforward is the information gathering techniques utilized? 

MinRQ4: What is the suitable framework expected to G2G reception? 

Hypothetical Statement 

Hᶲ1: Framework is decidedly connected with G2G reception. 

Ha1: Framework is decidedly connected with G2G reception. 

Hᶲ2: Government CIO has a positive impact to the progress of G2Gadoption. 

Ha2: Government CIO has a positive impact to the outcome of G2Gadoption. 

Hᶲ3: E-government advancement exercises decidedly effects on the achievement pace of G2G reception. 

Ha3: E-government advancement exercises decidedly effects on the achievement pace of G2G reception. 

Ha4: Administration quality movement decidedly effects on the progress of G2G reception. 

  

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

The paradigm is quantitative for a descriptive purpose due to contingent upon models not 

dispersed factors, and beginning the examination with distinct measurements, it is utilized to 

depict the primary elements to give a general feeling of the information being broke down 

utilizing the recurrence investigations. The second estep the connection examination will be 

utilized. 

Gathering information from a regular habitat for factors as a field concentrate in a (no 

control) (no control) setting with no impedance (0% negligible). 

Time skyline is a cross-sectional review where gathering information once. 

Data Collection 

The essential information will be gathered through utilizing a human intuitive wellspring 

of focus group which comprises of eight to ten individuals for the public authority authorities 
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from addressing various sorts of the administrative levels (top administration, center 

administration and staff). Starting with utilizing unstructured meeting technique to guarantee 

about the factors lastly will involve the survey strategy for the public authority official by two 

unique ways. 
 Hard copy version being collected personally 

 Soft copy version sends by e-mail 

Unstructured Interview 

In the unstructured Meeting, I will present the subject of the conversation and permit 

respondents to being discussing their convictions concerns and perspectives to explore the 

accompanying issues. 
 Check the best way to adopt government to government (G2G) 

 Check the influence of e-Governments promotion on G2G adoption. 

 Check the role of Government CIO on G2G adoption. 

 Check the effect of service quality on G2G adoption. 

 Check the appropriate infrastructure needed to G2G adoption  

Questionnaire Development 

After consummation of the center gathering through the unstructured meeting, 

considering the outcomes, I will produce survey inquiries to approve the factors (Saleh Kamel 

Center for Islamic Economy, 2011). 

Sampling 

The universe focuses on certain associations in the public authority particularly those 

have an involvement in data sharing cycle, the quantity of components for models:- 
 Service of State for managerial turn of events (MSAD) All out worker ≈ 400. 

 Service of Correspondence and data innovation (MCIT). 

 An association to masseur the acknowledgment of the workers and the chiefs to the novel thought. 

Obviously, the quantity of workers from the various levels will be different as the top 

administration numbers is excessively not exactly the center ones, but the populace was focusing 

on representatives in the administrative level more than the staff since they are in more need to 

the data than the low-level representative, Sadly, the quantity of respondents or subjects couldn't 

be established in data set. 

The subject of exploration isn't basic, so non delegate testing required and not 

generalizable by any means. 
Sampling method: Non-Likelihood Inspecting 

Sampling Criteria: Critical Inspecting 

 

The Accompanying Standards were Utilized for Choosing 

 Top administration in the public authority 

 Works in government for the beyond 15 years 

 Mindful of the e-taxpayer driven organizations 

 His/her work capability requires connection with one more association in government. 
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